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Adjective ordering in Tagalog:
A cross-linguistic comparison of subjectivity-based preferences
Suttera Samonte & Gregory Scontras∗
Abstract. Previous studies have shown that speakers have robust adjective ordering
preferences. For example, in English, big red apple is strongly preferred to red big
apple. Recently, Scontras et al. (2017) showed that an adjective’s distance from
the noun it modifies is best predicted by the adjective’s subjectivity, with less subjective adjectives preferred closer to the modified noun. However, this finding was
limited to English. The current study investigates the status of subjectivity-based
adjective ordering preference in Tagalog, a language that forms its modification
structures with the conjunction-like LINKER particle. Using Tagalog translations of
the original English materials, we show that subjectivity predicts ordering preferences in Tagalog, as it does in English.
Keywords. Tagalog; adjective ordering; LINKER; subjectivity
1. Introduction. Adjective ordering preferences determine the relative order of multi-adjective
strings. When speakers form multi-adjective strings (e.g., big red apple), these preferences ensure that the ordering of the adjectives is non-arbitrary. Curiously, the very same preferences
documented in English have been reported in a host of different languages, including Hungarian, Telugu, Mandarin Chinese, and Dutch (e.g., Martin 1969; Hetzron 1978; Dixon 1982;
Sproat & Shih 1991). Recently, Scontras et al. (2017) showed that adjective subjectivity is a
robust predictor of ordering preferences in English: less subjective adjectives occur closer to
the modified noun. The current study investigates the extent to which this pattern holds in a
language with a diverging modification strategy. To that end, we examine ordering preferences
in Tagalog.
Unlike English, Tagalog adjectives require a linking particle (-ng/na) in order to participate in modification structures (Foley 1975; Rubin 1994; Kaufman 2009). Some authors analyze the semantic contribution of LINKER similarly to that of conjunction (Rubin 1994,
Scontras & Nicolae 2014). However, in English, conjunction has been claimed to neutralize
adjective ordering preferences (Ford & Olson 1975; Byrne 1979). We therefore set out to determine (i) whether Tagalog possesses ordering preferences in the presence of LINKER, and, if
so, (ii) to what extent adjective subjectivity predicts those preferences. The paper is structured
as follows. In Section 2, we survey the empirical findings regarding subjectivity-based ordering
preferences in English, then provide relevant background on modification structures in Tagalog.
We then present the findings from two experiments. First, in Section 3, we document adjective
ordering preferences in Tagalog. Next, in Section 4, we measure Tagalog adjective subjectivity. In Section 5, we compare the results of the two experiments in order to determine whether
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subjectivity predicts ordering preferences in Tagalog. Section 6 concludes with a comparison
of our Tagalog results and the English results from Scontras et al. (2017).
2. Background. In this section, we briefly survey the empirical and theoretical terrain of adjective ordering preferences. We then turn to Tagalog, showing how modification structures
ostensibly deviate from those in English.
2.1 S UBJECTIVITY- BASED ORDERING PREFERENCES . Adjective ordering preferences have
been the subject of targeted inquiry for more than half a century now, and with good reason:
why should we continue to find the same preferences everywhere we look? It comes as no surprise, then, that the literature is flush with answers to this question.
Grammatical approaches attempt to specify the knowledge underlying the observed preferences. These approaches assume the existence of discrete lexical-semantic classes of adjectives (e.g., size, color, shape, etc.; Dixon 1982), which inhabit specialized syntactic projections
(Cinque 1994; Scott 2002; Laenzlinger 2005). These class projections are ordered with respect
to one another, which explains the robust preferences we observe cross-linguistically. However,
what goes unexplained is why the various classes should be ordered in the way we find them.
Moreover, as the literature on adjective ordering demonstrates, it is non-trivial to arrive at a
consensus on the inventory of adjective classes, let alone the specific adjectives that inhabit
them (cf., e.g., Dixon 1982; Kingsbury & Wellman 1986; Sproat & Shih 1991; Scott 1998).
Rather than specifying the linguistic representation of ordering preferences, psychological
approaches have attempted to identify the factors that predict the specific preferences we observe; the proposed factors often relate to aspects of adjective meaning. For example, Sweet
(1898) proposed that the adjectives closer to the modified noun are “closer to the noun in
meaning” or have a more “specialized meaning.” In the phrase big red apple, Sweet’s theory
would imply that the adjective red is more closely tied to the meaning of apple, whereas big
does not enjoy the same tight connection—it can describe a wider range of nouns (see also
Ziff 1960). Similarly, Whorf (1945) argued that adjectives placed closer to the noun “described
more inherent properties” of the noun. Returning to the big red apple, Whorf’s account suggests that the property of being red is more directly related to the property of being an apple
than the property of being big. In other words, if something is an apple, it is likely to be red,
but less likely to be big.
The trouble with many of these psychological approaches to adjective ordering lies in operationalizing the psychological factors at play, such that they can be measured and evaluated.
Recently, Scontras et al. (2017) met this challenge by testing the hypothesis that adjective subjectivity is a robust predictor of ordering preferences (Quirk et al. 1985; Hetzron 1978; Tucker
1998; Hill 2012). According to the subjectivity hypothesis, less subjective adjectives are preferred closer to the modified noun. One way of evaluating adjective subjectivity is by determining the extent to which judgments of the relevant property can be seen as a matter of opinion. In the case of red, opinion is unlikely to enter into whether some object holds the appropriate color. However, with big, opinion is more likely to be a factor in judgments of relative
size. Thus, in big red apple, red is less subjective than big, which is why it occurs closer to the
modified noun.
Scontras et al. (2017) tested the subjectivity hypothesis in English using a series of exper2

iments. First, they measured ordering preferences for a set of 26 adjectives by having participants choose which of two multi-adjective phrases sounded more natural (e.g., big red apple
vs. red big apple). The authors validated this behavioral measure of ordering preferences by
comparing it with the ordering regularities present in English corpora. The behavioral measure
tracked the corpus measure (r 2 = 0.83, 95% CI [0.63, 0.90]), leading the authors to conclude
that they had a good handle on the English preferences.
To determine adjective subjectivity, Scontras et al. began with a direct measure, asking
participants how “subjective” a given adjective was on a scale from “completely objective”
to “completely subjective.” The authors validated their subjectivity measure with a so-called
“faultless disagreement” task (Kölbel 2004; Barker 2013; Kennedy 2013; MacFarlane 2014).
In the task, participants were presented with a scenario where two speakers disagreed on the
trait of some object (e.g., whether some apple was red). Participants judged whether both speakers could be correct while disagreeing, or whether one of them had to be wrong. To the extent
that two speakers can disagree about a property judgment without one of them being wrong,
the property admits that degree of faultless disagreement, which serves as an index of subjectivity. Indeed, the two measures were highly correlated (r 2 0.91, 95% CI [0.86, 0.94]).
To determine the extent to which subjectivity predicts ordering preferences, Scontras et al.
compared the preferences they measured with the subjectivity scores they gathered. Subjectivity accounted for 85% of the variance in the ordering preferences (r 2 = 0.85, 95% CI [0.75,
0.90]). In other words, subjectivity does indeed predict ordering preferences. The authors explored the robustness of this finding by repeating their methodology on a larger set of 78 adjectives drawn from naturalistic multi-adjective strings in the Switchboard corpus. Again, the
authors found subjectivity to be a reliable and robust predictor of ordering preferences in English: less subjective adjectives are preferred closer to the modified noun.
Recent work has followed up on the empirical findings of Scontras et al. (2017) by offering explanations for why subjectivity should play the role it does in adjective ordering (Hahn et al.
2018; Simonič 2018; Scontras et al. to appear). So far, all of the proposed accounts demonstrate how ordering adjectives with respect to decreasing subjectivity maximizes the probability
of communicative success. Simonič (2018) and Scontras et al. (to appear) assume that semantic composition follows the hierarchical structure of nominal modification so that adjectives
closer to the modified noun compose earlier; with this assumption, they show how composing
less subjective adjectives earlier (i.e., closer to the noun) leads to a greater chance of successful classification of the intended referent. Hahn et al. (2018) assume that meaning composition
proceeds with the linear uptake of words in real time; the authors also assume that speakers
are more likely to forget words they have heard further in the past. With the goal of sharing
speaker opinions via non-restrictive modification, the authors show how subjectivity-based orderings better preserve the intended message under pressure from fallible memory. Although
they differ on the details, all three accounts predict that pressures for successful communication should apply universally, such that we would expect to find subjectivity-based ordering
preferences cross-linguistically.
2.2 A DJECTIVAL MODIFICATION IN TAGALOG . With clear evidence concerning the role of
subjectivity in English ordering preferences, our interest now shifts to the question of whether
3
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attributive adjective
adverbial modifier
nominal modifier
relative clause

predicative adjective
predicative adverbial
predicative nominal
matrix clause

Table 1: Distribution of LINKER from Scontras & Nicolae (2014)
subjectivity plays a similar role in languages that use ostensibly different means of adjectival
modification. Specifically, we investigate the status of ordering preferences in Tagalog. Tagalog
(Malayo-Polynesian: Western Malayo-Polynesian) is the national language of the Philippines,
with approximately 30 million speakers, not including those who live abroad or who learned
Tagalog as a second language. Tagalog resembles English in that modifying adjectives occur
pre-nominally (although not always; cf. Schachter & Otanes 1972; Rubin 1994; Shih & Zuraw
2017). Similarly, in multi-adjective strings, adjectives occur before the modified noun. For example, in (1), the adjectives malaki ‘big’ and pula ‘red’ occur before mansanas ‘apple’:
(1)

malaki-ng pula-ng mansanas
big-LK
red-LK apple
‘big red apple’

The key difference between Tagalog and English is the use of the so-called LINKER. In
(1), the linking particle -ng obligatorily intervenes between an adjective-noun combination (i.e.,
between pula and mansanas), as well as between the two adjectives (i.e., between malaki and
pula). In fact, in all cases of adjectival modification, LINKER appears; however, with predicative adjectives, LINKER is obligatorily absent. Compare (2a) and (2b):
(2)

a.

b.

pula-ng mansanas
red-LK apple
‘red apple’
pula(*-ng) ang mansanas
red-LK
TOP apple
‘The apple is red.’

The form of LINKER depends on the phonological shape of the word it follows: words that end
in vowels (or an alveolar nasal or glottal stop) take -ng, while words ending in consonants take
na, as in (3).
(3)

maliit na itim na mansanas
small LK black LK apple
‘small black apple’

The distribution of LINKER is not limited to adjectival modification. In their study of
LINKER, Scontras & Nicolae (2014) identify the distribution in Table 1. On the basis of this
distribution, Scontras & Nicolae conclude that LINKER surfaces in the context of non-saturating
semantic composition, or modification (cf. Rubin 1994; Sabbagh 2009). In other words, when4

ever two elements of the same semantic type compose (e.g., an adjective and a noun, both type
he, ti), LINKER intervenes. Following Rubin (1994), Scontras & Nicolae (2014) propose that
LINKER surfaces in the context of modification because it discharges the semantics of modification; they give LINKER the denotation in (4a), and the structure in (4b). Extending this
proposal to multi-adjective strings, we arrive at the structure in (5) for (1).
(4)

[[LINKER]] = λPλQλx. P(x) ∧ Q(x)
XP

a.
b.

ModP

XP

YP

Mod0

...

LK

(5)

...

NP

NP

ModP
AP

Mod0

‘big’

LK

ModP
AP

Mod0

‘red’

LK

NP
‘apple’

Other analyses of LINKER make do without positing functional structure or even a semantic entry for LINKER (cf. the morphological flagging account of Chung & Ladusaw 2004). Our
aim is not to decide between the proposed accounts here. Rather, we highlight the proposal in
(4) because of the implications it might have for ordering preferences in Tagalog. Of particular
interest is the striking similarity between LINKER and conjunction. The semantics in (4a) appears very similar, if not identical to the semantics for conjunction in the nominal domain: two
properties are conjoined to yield a new property that incorporates both of the original properties. Importantly, at least in English, conjunction has been claimed to neutralize adjective ordering preferences (e.g., Ford & Olson 1975; Byrne 1979). In other words, although speakers
strongly prefer big red apple to red big apple, with conjunction, red and big apple is claimed to
be acceptable (but see Rosales & Scontras 2019 for evidence of subjectivity-based preferences
even with conjunction in English).
We therefore face the following question: if Tagalog requires a conjunction-like LINKER
to mediate the composition of multi-adjective strings, and if conjunction does indeed neutralize
adjective ordering preferences, then does LINKER neutralize ordering preferences in Tagalog?
To answer this question, we extend the methodology from Scontras et al. (2017) to measure
ordering preferences and adjective subjectivity in Tagalog.
3. Experiment 1: Measuring ordering preferences. Our first task is to determine whether
Tagalog has ordering preferences in the presence of LINKER. To determine the status of Taga5

adjective

translation class

adjective

translation class

bago
bulok
luma
sariwa
asul
berde
dilaw
itim
pula
puti
aluminyo
bakal
kahoy

new
rotten
old
fresh
blue
green
yellow
black
red
white
aluminum
metal
wooden

maganda
sira
bilog
cuadrado
parihaba
tatsulok
mahaba
maikli
malaki
maliit
makinis
malambot
matigas

nice
unusable
round
square
rectangular
triangular
long
short
big
small
smooth
soft
hard

noun

translation class

noun

translation class

kamatis
karot
keso
mansanas
saging

tomato
carrot
cheese
apple
banana

lampara
mesa
silya
sopa
telebisyon

lamp
desk
chair
couch
TV

age
age
age
age
color
color
color
color
color
color
material
material
material

food
food
food
food
food

quality
quality
shape
shape
shape
shape
size
size
size
size
texture
texture
texture

furniture
furniture
furniture
furniture
furniture

Table 2: Tagalog adjectives and nouns used in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. Words in italics
indicate cases where direct translation from the original English materials was not possible.
log ordering preferences, we replicated Expt. 1: Ordering preferences from Scontras et al. (2017)
using Tagalog translations of the original English materials.
3.1 PARTICIPANTS . We recruited 90 participants through Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk
crowdsourcing service. All participants were compensated for their participation. On the basis
of their responses to a post-test questionnaire, we identified 24 Tagalog speakers (12 female,
12 male; mean age: 32); their data were included in the analyses reported below. Of these 24
participants, 22 were born in the Philippines and 2 were born in the United States. Now, five
currently reside in the Philippines, 17 reside in the United States, and two reside in some other
country.
3.2 P ROCEDURE . Participants indicated their preferences for pairs of multi-adjective strings
formed from 26 unique adjectives from seven semantic classes, together with ten nouns. Adjectives and nouns were direct translations of the English materials from Scontras et al. (2017);
when direct translation was not possible, we substituted Tagalog words from the same semantic class. The full set of materials appears in Table 2.
Participants completed a series of 26 trials. Multi-adjective strings were chosen at random
with the constraint that the two adjectives be from two separate semantic classes. The pairs
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Figure 1: Sample trial from Experiment 1. Participants indicated the preferred relative order of
two adjectives in a multi-adjective string.
of multi-adjective strings participants saw in each trial differed in the relative order of the adjectives (e.g., pulang malaking mansanas ‘red big apple’ vs. malaking pulang mansanas ‘big
red apple’). Participants adjusted a slider with endpoints labeled with the competing multiadjective strings. On the basis of these slider ratings, we arrived at a single preferred-distance
measure for each adjective; values ranged from 0 (always preferred closest to the noun) to 1
(always preferred farthest from the noun). Figure 1 presents an example trial from the experiment.
3.3 R ESULTS . We computed a mean preferred-distance measure for each of the 26 adjectives by averaging ratings across participants. Figure 2 plots these preferred-distance measures
grouped by adjective class. All but the age adjectives deviate significantly from the random
baseline (i.e., from 0.5), suggesting that Tagalog does indeed have stable preferences. Texture,
size, and quality adjectives are preferred farther from the noun on average, and color, shape,
and material adjectives are preferred closer. Thus, we find strong evidence in support of stable
ordering preferences in Tagalog, despite the obligatory LINKER. We will use the preferreddistance measures obtained for individual adjectives below in our analysis of adjective subjectivity. First, we need to obtain subjectivity scores for the 26 adjectives.
4. Experiment 2: Measuring adjective subjectivity. Having observed stable ordering preferences in Tagalog, our next task is to measure adjective subjectivity. To do so, we replicated
Expt. 1: Faultless disagreement validation from Scontras et al. (2017) using the Tagalog materials from Experiment 1.
4.1 PARTICIPANTS . We recruited 45 participants who did not take part in Experiment 1 through
Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk. All participants were compensated for their participation.
On the basis of their responses to a post-test questionnaire, we identified 11 Tagalog speakers
(8 female, 3 male; mean age: 29); their data were included in the analyses below. Of the 11
Tagalog-speaking participants, ten were born in the Philippines and one was born in the United
States. Six currently reside in the Philippines, four in the United States, and one in some other
country.
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Figure 2: Naturalness ratings from Experiment 1 grouped by adjective semantic class. Higher
values indicate that a class’s adjectives are preferred farther from the modified noun; lower values
indicate that a class’s adjectives are preferred closer. The dashed line indicates chance level, or
the absence of stable preferences. Error bars represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals
drawn from 10,000 samples of the data.
4.2 P ROCEDURE . Participants encountered a series of dialogues in which two speakers disagreed about a property ascription for some object. For example, the two speakers might observe an apple. One speaker would assert that the apple is red, and the other would counter by
saying that the apple is not red. Participants judged whether both speakers could be right while
disagreeing, or whether one speaker must be wrong. Judgments were provided by adjusting a
slider with endpoints labeled ‘only one can be right’ (coded as 0) and ‘yes, it depends on what
you believe’ (coded as 1). Figure 3 presents an example trial from the experiment.
Participants completed a series of 26 trials in random order, one for each of the adjectives
in Table 2; on each trial, the noun was chosen at random from the list in Table 2.
4.3 R ESULTS . We computed a mean faultless disagreement score for each adjective by averaging scores across participants. Figure 4 plots these faultless disagreement scores grouped by
adjective class. We will use the faultless disagreement scores for the individual adjectives in
the next section, where we test whether subjectivity predicts ordering preferences in Tagalog.
5. Comparing ordering preferences with subjectivity. With estimates of the Tagalog ordering preferences and adjective subjectivity, our final task is to compare the two measures to determine the extent to which subjectivity predicts Tagalog ordering preferences. Figure 5 plots
the preferred-distance measures for each of the 26 adjectives against their faultless disagreement (i.e., subjectivity) scores. Adjective subjectivity accounts for 54% of the variance in the
ordering-preference data (r 2 = 0.54, 95% CI = [0.22, 0.74]). In other words, subjectivity does
indeed predict adjective ordering preferences in Tagalog.
6. General discussion. We have found strong evidence in support of subjectivity-based adjective ordering preferences in Tagalog. Despite the obligatory presence of LINKER in Tagalog
modification structures, the results of Experiment 1 demonstrate that speakers do have stable
ordering preferences; these preferences determine the relative order of adjectives in multiadjective strings. After measuring adjective subjectivity with the faultless disagreement task
8

Figure 3: Sample trial from Experiment 2. Participants rated the possibility for two speakers to
faultlessly disagree about a property ascription.

Figure 4: Faultless disagreement scores from Experiment 2 grouped by adjective semantic class.
Higher values indicate that a class’s adjectives are perceived as more subjective. Error bars represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals drawn from 10,000 samples of the data.
in Experiment 2, we found that subjectivity predicts the Tagalog preferences, as it does in English.
Although both Tagalog and English evidence subjectivity-based ordering preferences,
there is a salient difference between the results from the two languages: Scontras et al. (2017)
found subjectivity to be a much stronger predictor of the English ordering preferences. Using English translations of the materials tested in the current study, the authors observed that
subjectivity accounted for between 85% and 88% of the variance in the ordering preferences
they measured. By contrast, we have found that subjectivity accounts for 54% of the Tagalog
variance—a marked departure from the English baseline.
One might wonder whether the difference we observe between English and Tagalog could
be due to imprecise (or impossible) translations. There were eight adjectives in our study that
were not translation equivalents with the original English materials (cf. Table 2). Perhaps these
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Figure 5: Ordering preferences (obtained in Experiment 1) plotted against subjectivity scores
(obtained in Experiment 2) for each of the 26 adjectives tested.
eight adjectives—nearly a third of the adjectives we tested—led to the poorer performance of
subjectivity relative to the English baseline. While we cannot rule out this possibility, we do
consider it unlikely that the specific adjectives tested were the sole source of the lower correlation we observe in Tagalog. Rather, there is likely an additional source: the quantity and
quality of our Tagalog-speaking participants.
When using Mechanical Turk to collect behavioral data, native speakers of English are
ubiquitous among the participant pool; native speakers of Tagalog are not. This fact is reflected in the numbers of participants run in the current study vs. those run in the studies by
Scontras et al. (2017). We used data from 24 Tagalog speakers to determine ordering preferences, and 11 Tagalog speakers to measure adjective subjectivity; Scontras et al. had double
the number of English speakers for their results. This asymmetry in the number of participants
could have introduced more variance in the Tagalog results, such that subjectivity was less capable of explaining it.
Another worry that separates our participants from those in the English study concerns
their status as monolingual native speakers. Most speakers of Tagalog are bilingual, and in
many cases that bilingualism is imbalanced in favor of a language other than Tagalog. For
speakers residing in the Philippines, it is common for Tagalog to be a second language, after
one of the many Filipino dialects. And given that the majority of our participants now reside
in the United States, we face the possibility that some are English-dominant heritage speakers of Tagalog (for reviews of heritage speakers and the properties of heritage langauges, see
Benmamoun et al. 2013; Scontras et al. 2015; Montrul 2016; Polinsky 2018). Both situations
are likely to lead to increased noise in the Tagalog intuitions we measured—noise that would
decrease the strength of the correlation between ordering preferences and subjectivity.
Even with these considerations, we still find subjectivity to be a robust predictor of adjective ordering preferences in Tagalog, lending support to the universal nature of the proposed
explanations discussed in Section 2: pressures toward successful communication should apply
universally, such that we find subjectivity-based ordering preferences. Both the incrementalprocessing story of Hahn et al. (2018) and the hierarchical-composition story of Simonič (2018)
and Scontras et al. (to appear) predict that ordering adjectives in Tagalog according to decreas10

ing subjectivity would maximize communicative success, even in the presence of

LINKER.
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